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(consciousness redux)

By christof Koch

surely there must 
have been times in high 
school or college when you 
laid in bed, late at night, 
and wondered where your 
“free will” came from? 
What part of the brain—if 
it is the brain—is respon
sible for deciding to act 
one way or another? One 
traditional answer is that 
this is not the job of the 
brain at all but rather of 
the soul. Hovering above 
the brain like Caspar the 
Ghost, the soul freely per
turbs the networks of the 
brain, thereby triggering 
the neural activity that 
will ultimately lead to 
behavior. 

Although such dualistic 
accounts are emotionally 
reassuring and intuitively 
satisfying, they break down as soon as 
one digs a bit deeper. How can this ghost, 
made out of some kind of metaphysical 
ectoplasm, influence brain matter with
out being detected? What sort of laws 
does Caspar follow? Science has aban
doned strong dualistic explanations in fa
vor of natural accounts that assign causes 
and responsibility to specific actors and 
mechanisms that can be further studied. 
And so it is with the notion of the will. 

sensation and action
Over the past decade psychologists 

such as Daniel M. Wegner of Harvard 
University amassed experimental evi
dence for a number of conscious sensa
tions that accompany any willful action. 
The two most important are intention 
and agency. Prior to voluntary behavior 
lies a conscious intention. When you de
cide to lift your hand, this intention is 
followed by planning of the detailed 

movement and its execution. Subjective
ly, you experience a sensation of agency. 
You feel that you, not the person next to 
you, initiated this action and saw it 
through. If a friend were to take your 
hand and pull it above your head, you 
would feel your arm being dragged up, 
but you would not feel any sense of being 
responsible for it. The important insight 
here is that the consciously experienced 
feelings of intention and agency are no 
different, in principle, from any other 
consciously experienced sensations, such 
as the briny taste of chicken soup or the 
red color of a Ferrari.

And as a plethora of books on visual 
illusions illustrate, often our senses can be 
fooled—we see something that is not 
there. So it is with the sensation of inten
tionality and agency. Decades of psychol
ogy experiments—as well as careful ob
servation of human nature that comes 
from a lifetime of living—reveal many in

stances where we think we caused some
thing to happen, although we bear no re
sponsibility for it; the converse also oc
curs, where we did do something but feel 
that something or somebody else must 
have been responsible. Think about the 
CEO of a company who takes credit—

and bonuses worth many millions—if the 
stock market price of his company rises 
but who blames anonymous market forc
es when it tanks. It is a general human 
failing to overestimate the import of our 
own actions when things go well for us.

Lest there by any misunderstanding: 
the sensations of the intention to act and 
of agency do not speak to the metaphysi
cal debate about whether will is truly 
free and whether that even is a meaning
ful statement. Whether free will has 
some ontological reality or is entirely an 
illusion, as asserted forcefully by Weg
ner’s masterful monograph, does not in
validate the observation that voluntary 

The Will to Power
Neurosurgeons evoke an intention to act

What parts of the 
brain generate 
the feelings that 
arise within us 
whenever we take  
a decision?
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actions are usually accompanied by sub
jective, ephemeral feelings that are none
theless as real as anything else to the per
son who experiences them. 

telling clues from surgeries
The quiddity of these sensations has 

been strengthened considerably by neu
rosurgeons. During certain types of 
brain surgery, neural tissue must be 
removed, either because it is tumor
ous or because it gives rise to epilep
tic seizures. How much tissue to re
move is a balancing act between the 
Scylla of leaving remnants of cancer
ous or seizureprone material and 
the Charybdis of removing regions 
that are critical for speech or other 
nearessential operations. To probe 
the function of nearby tissue, the 
neurosurgeon stimulates it with an 
electrode that passes pulses of cur
rent while the patient—who is awake 
and under local anesthesia to mini
mize discomfort—is asked to touch 
each finger successively with the 
thumb, count backwards or do some 
other simple task. 

During the course of such explo
rations in 1991, neurosurgeon Itzhak 
Fried of the University of California, Los 
Angeles, and his colleagues stimulated 
the presupplementary motor area, part 
of the vast expanse of cerebral cortex that 
lies in front of the primary motor cortex. 
Activation of different parts of the motor 
cortex usually triggers movements in dif
ferent parts on the opposite side of the 
body, for example, the foot, leg, knee, 
hip, and so on. The medical team discov
ered that electrical stimulation of this ad
jacent region of cortex can, on occasion, 
give rise to an urge to move a limb. The 
patient reports that he or she feels a need 
to move the leg, elbow or arm. 

This classical account was elaborated 
on by a recent study from Michel Desmur
get and his colleagues from the Centre de 
Neuroscience Cognitive in Bron, France, 

that was published in the international 
journal Science. Here it was electrical 
stimulation of the posterior parietal cor
tex, gray matter involved in the transfor
mation of visual information into motor 
commands—as when your eyes scan the 
scene in front of you and come to rest on 
the movie marquee—that could produce 

pure intentions to act. Patients made com
ments (in French) such as “It felt like I 
wanted to move my foot. Not sure how to 
explain,” “I had a desire to move my right 
hand,” or “I had a desire to roll my tongue 
in my mouth.” In none of these cases did 
they actually carry out the movement to 
which they referred. But the external 
stimulation caused an unambiguous con
scious feeling of wanting to move. And 
this feeling arose from within, without 

any prompting by the examiner and not 
during sham stimulation.

This was different from the cortical 
sector explored by the earlier Fried study. 
One difference between the two stimulat
ed regions was that, at higher current lev
els, the patient actually moved the limb 
when the target site was the presupple

mentary motor area. Parietal stimu
lation, on the other hand, could trig
ger a sensation that actual move
ment had occurred, yet without any 
motion actually occurring (illusion 
of movement).

The takehome lesson is that the 
brain has specific cortical circuits 
that, when triggered, are associated 
with sensations that arise in the 
course of wanting to initiate and 
then carry out a voluntary action. 
Once these circuits are delimited and 
their molecular and synaptic signa
tures identified, they constitute the 
neuronal correlates of consciousness 
for intention and agency. If these cir
cuits are destroyed by a stroke or 
some other calamity, the patient 
might act without feeling that it is 
she who is willing the acting! 

In the debate concerning the mean
ing of personal freedom, these discover
ies represent true progress, beyond the 
eternal metaphysical question of free 
will that will never be answered. M
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Brain areas involved in the feelings associated with vol-
untary action include premotor and parietal cortices.
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the consciously experienced feelings of intention and 
agency are no different from other feelings.( )


